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The decision to build a custom pool is a big one, and in a city like Phoenix where swimming pool
construction is constantly underway somewhere itâ€™s important to do your due diligence before
deciding on a swimming pool contractor. As a smaller pool builder, Hop Cassidy Pools, Inc. has the
luxury of focusing on quality and design rather than price, a fact evident in the stunning custom pool
designs theyâ€™ve created for residents valley wide. If youâ€™re considering adding a custom pool or
committing to a pool remodeling in your backyard, the name Hop Cassidy should be front and
center in your mind.

In a city full of those who call themselves pool builders but often fall short of the mark, Hop Cassidy
Pools, Inc. brings a professionalism to each swimming pool construction site that has resulted in an
A+ rating from the Better Business Bureau. Working closely with you theyâ€™ll create a custom pool
design that speaks to your vision and may include any of the following:

â€¢	Spas/therapy spas

â€¢	Salt pools/salt systems

â€¢	Pool remodeling

â€¢	Solar heating

â€¢	Waterfalls

â€¢	Fountains

â€¢	Swimming pool water features

â€¢	Pool covers/fences

â€¢	Pool pumps

â€¢	Heated pools

One of the biggest questions when it comes to swimming pool construction is how long does it take
to build a pool? The answer varies based on the complexity of the pool being built, but in a general
sense it takes approximately 6-8 weeks to build a swimming pool. At Hop Cassidy Inc., swimming
pool construction is performed by experienced, licensed professionals with an attention to detail and
using state-of-the-art equipment. As a family owned and operated business with over 25 years
experience in the Valley of the Sun you can expect a timely and professional installation.

The first step in the swimming pool construction process is meeting with the team at Hop Cassidy
Pools, Inc. to discuss your vision for a custom pool design. Youâ€™ll find a team of pool builders that
listen to you and bring their expertise and experience to the table in order to achieve and exceed
your vision. In Arizona swim weather is never to far away, so what are you waiting for? Educate
yourself as to the many wonderful design options available to you at Hop Cassidy Pools, Inc.
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Craig Wallach - About Author:
Being a smaller pool builder affords us the luxury of ensuring that each customer receives a very
personalized level of attention. The primary focus on quality rather than quantity, while maintaining
the current share of the market is of importance to Jim Moss the company owner. He notes, We are
in this business for the long haul, and believe we are serving an important role in the community.
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